


If there is a heart to a home, it is the kitchen.
No other room beats a warm, rhythmic pulse of stories, love, and cherished 

family experiences. It’s here where the one-of-a-kind artisanal craftsmanship  

of Amoré displays the centerpiece of that kitchen. A beautiful, custom-designed 

range hood—inspiring conversation and crafting a family legacy.

Amoré’s legacy of commitment and four generations of metalworking 

bring superior quality to your high-end kitchen. With one-of-a-kind  

artisanal craftsmanship, Amoré adds exclusivity to your favorite room.

From customized, decorative elements and finishes to advanced  

engineering, Amoré’s design studio delivers masterpieces to  

complement your unique style. Amoré’s team of imaginative experts  

help designers accomplish their goals, concentrating on precise  

style-matching to maintain the integrity of your kitchen.  

 

With 19 Designer Series models, custom inserts, and elective elements, 

Amoré provides a wide array of attractive options, all constructed with 

dedicated function and fully guaranteed masterwork.
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Available Materials
     Stainless Steel
     Cold-Rolled Steel
     Copper
     Brass
     Bronze
     Zinc
     Pewter

Available Finishes
     Polished
     Powder Coated (Various Colors)
     Antique
     Hammered
     Brushed
     Combo

Available Mounts
     Wall
     Ceiling

AMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY SIMPLE/SLEEK DESIGNER RANGE HOODS

ARCATA

MONARCH

Sleek California style, coastal cool, and a taste for the good life turns any kitchen  
space into a room with a great view.

This king and patriarch of kitchen fixtures delivers high performance and  
professional quality with sleek, fine edges engineered with precision.

Amoré adds exclusivity  

to your favorite room.
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ELITEARTISAN

FLARECANOPY

TUSCANYCRESCENT

Bold and versatile, frankly functional, this classic slope design takes  
on a new prominence within the 21st century kitchen.

The unmistakable mark of the master crafter. The dramatic allure of a cherished heirloom that 
draws the eye, hushes the room, and assumes a central prominence in your home. 

Hyperstylized design and superior engineering blend to create a new  
and dramatic twist on a classic kitchen performer.

A strikingly retro design recalls an amazing age of industry and innovation  
with modern efficiency that makes for maximum functionality in any setting.

An innovative continental design employs both beveled corners and voluptuous curves  
for a modern classic that can truly command the center of attention.

Aerodynamic aesthetics and a breathtaking sweep put this stylish classic  
in tune with any kitchen environment.

AMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY                  CLASSIC DESIGNER RANGE HOODS
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Both sensible and attractive, Amoré’s designs surpass conventionality. 

BARBECUE 

SLIM LINE

SUMMIT

For the proactive chef, this top performer is the workhorse of the team—
an asset that can handle anything you’re ready to grill.

Economical in its profile, expansive in its function and capability. A space-saving 
“bullnose” design allows superior Amoré engineering in a more compact area.

Peak performance. The apex of efficiency. A compactly contemporary design that places 
Amoré engineering at home in any space, in any setting.

AMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY                  PERFORMANCE DESIGNER RANGE HOODS
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CHIANTI

EURO

SOHO

A vintage that’s correct with any cuisine and a favorite that speaks of Tuscan sun  
and Old World ambience.

Classical continental elegance comes alive in a new age of handcrafted excellence as the timeless  
appeal of the Old World hearth steps up to meet the dazzling flavors of the modern global village.

The Tudor-style charms of London’s Soho district are evoked by this performer 
with a classic European feel.

         OLD WORLD CHARM DESIGNER RANGE HOODSAMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY      
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         MODERN DESIGNER RANGE HOODS

KEYSTONECOSMOPOLITAN

REGISEXECUTIVE

VENETIAN

The foundation of the sleekly contemporary, world-class kitchen is a solidly efficient 
unit with superior performance that doesn’t cut corners.

Contemporary and cleanly functional, this 21st century classic weds the bold geometrics  
of the modern cityscape with the sophistication of the great metropolitan home.

Sharing the elegance of the Monarch and commanding attention with a soft, organic front trim,  
the Regis bestows a distinct style of sophistication.

Smart geometrics of the big city skyline make for a breathtaking view 
from the heart of your contemporary home.

The multicultural influences of the City of Canals meet the modern European aesthetic 
in an elegant design that’s an asset to the great contemporary kitchen.

Amoré constructs meticulous designs  

in America with the finest materials

from all over the world. 

AMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY         
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STAINLESS STEEL / COLD-ROLLED STAINLESS STEEL
Amoré combines sleek brilliance with high performance in its  
precision-manufactured 18-gauge stainless steel range hoods.  
Both sensible and attractive, Amoré’s designs surpass conventionality. 

COPPER, BRASS, & BRONZE
For a warm and rich aura, Amoré brings Old World influences  
of materials that are high in demand into exceptional 21st 
century homes.

GLASS
Amoré is proud to introduce a new line of custom range hoods in elegant,  
beaming glass that come in various shapes, styles, colors, textures, and patterns, 
in both opaque and translucent finishes.

POWDER COATING
Bringing customization to an elite level, Amoré is proud to be an exclusive source 
for custom enamel finishing that is available in a myriad of colors. This specialized  
paint finishing is now available for your high-performance kitchen piece.

ANTIQUE ZINC
Romantic beauty meets durability with Amoré’s newest metal option—antique zinc.  
Amoré gathers only the most stunning zinc from the French regions of Canada,  
leaving you to experience a truly sweet love affair with your kitchen. 

Clear and distinct, reflective luster creating a shiny effect

Organically-detailed effect applied to create an aged aesthetic

Decorative finish to complete a rigid, textured look

Beautiful satin finish that is smooth and non-reflective,  
used with either a unidirectional or nondirectional stroke

Finishes can be combined with our different metals to produce  
a unique, signature look

Paired with beautiful design, exceptional craftsmanship is a key component to creating high-quality showpieces. 

Amoré constructs meticulous designs in America with the finest materials from all over the world. From a warm 

brass ambience to modern glass sleekness, Amoré can bring any vision to life.

MATERIALS

FINISHES

Our stock POWDER COATED  
colors include but are not  
limited to the following:

          Admiral Blue

          Cabinet White

          Chocolate

          Cool Grey

          Desert Sand

          Evergreen

          Neptune Blue

          Red Rocks

          Sapphire Black-Textured

          Silver Vein

POLISHED

ANTIQUE

HAMMERED

BRUSHED

COMBO

AMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY                  MATERIALS AND FINISHES
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With a passion for executing the client’s complete  

vision, Amoré can transform dreams into reality. 

Custom specifications and unique size requirements are easily met with Amoré’s line of range hood inserts, specially crafted for wall mount  
or ceiling installations. These top-of-the-line inserts have the most advanced, UL-approved kitchen ventilation and filtration technology found  
on the market, made to enhance efficiency and compatibility with the rest of your kitchen.

All beautiful homes deserve a custom-designed Amoré range hood. Even if your interior space doesn’t allow outside ventilation, the opportunity  
to grace your kitchen with a one-of-a-kind piece of art is still yours. All Amoré models are available with our exclusive duct-free recirculating option. 
Stainless steel baffle filters are complemented with additional microcarbon filters that, along with our handsome louver appointments, offer the 
perfect combination of appearance and function.

With a passion for executing the client’s complete vision, Amoré can transform dreams into reality. Enhancements such as backsplashes and 
shelving are custom crafted to either enrich your existing décor or fashion a completely new design.

By definition, an Amoré range hood is already a custom one-of-a-kind masterpiece. Our collection of Amoré enhancements offer even more  
opportunity to truly make your creation your own. Subtle to stunning, choosing a single or a collection of enhancements adds the perfect finishing 
touch to your new range hood. All are handcrafted and hand-allied. Nothing highlights Amoré’s artisan traditions better than these adornments.

RANGE HOOD INSERTS

RECIRCULATING DUCT-FREE RANGE HOODS

CUSTOM ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

ENHANCEMENTS 

Benefits:

• Designed to match existing woodwork
• Durable stainless steel fabrication
• Powerful variable-speed fans
• QuietMode operation
• Multi-level halogen lighting with dimmer switch controls
• Removable, dishwasher-safe filters

Some elements include:

• Backsplashes and kitchen facades
• Countertops and bars
• Railings, sinks, and shelves
• Custom metal furniture
• Door fronts, cabinet facias, drawer fronts and wall vents

Accessories:

• Bands
• Lip Treatments
• Crowns
• Trims
• Rivets, Buttons, and Clavos
• Lights
• Decorative Scrolls
• Pot Rails

Bring your ideas and sketches to your local appliance dealer,  

and let Amoré bring your imagination to life.

INSERTS AND OTHER CUSTOM PRODUCTSAMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY         
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HOW TO CHOOSE 
YOUR AMORÉ
SIGNATURE PIECE.
Create your award-winning kitchen by  
working with your architect or designer to  
determine the perfect style. Select your  
preferred materials, colors, and finishes that 
match your personality. Complete your look  
by adding decorative accents such as bands, 
rivets, and any other elements to add the 
finishing touches.

Once you’ve determined your style and  
aesthetic preferences, work with your  
designer to provide exact sizes for your  
dealer. Bring a sketch illustrating your vision, 
which will then be evaluated by Amoré  
experts. Once your plan is authorized,  
Amoré will work vigorously to deliver your  
one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

For more information, please visit:

www.AmoreDesignFactory.com

To complement your design style, Amoré 
can customize any piece to meet precise 
color, size, and efficiency specifications.  
All range hoods can be wall mounted or  
ceiling mounted, and can be modified with 
different decorative elements to match  
your unique kitchen specifications.

Externally vented range hoods come with 
stainless steel baffle filters and dimmable  
lighting available in standard 50w halogen 
or optional LED. Recirculating hoods come 
louvered with customized microcarbon 
filters included.

Our range hood products combine  
exceptional design and artisan metal- 
working with outstanding ventilation  
performance. All range hoods with our 
internally installed ventilation carry a  
5-Year Warranty on our blowers. 
 
Choosing our product will transform your 
kitchen, the gathering place of your home, 
into an inspiring and artistic environment.  
The superior performance of our range 
hoods enables you to have the benefits  
that proper ventilation provides for the 
cleanliness and ambiance of your entire 
home. Like any great creation, functionality 
and aesthetics are combined with equal 
importance in each and every product.

ARCATA FLAREARTISAN KEYSTONE

BARBECUE
PROFESSIONAL

MONARCHCANOPY REGIS

CHIANTI SLIM LINECOSMOPOLITAN SOHO

CRESCENT SUMMITELITE TUSCANY

EURO VENETIANEXECUTIVE

AMORÉ DESIGN FACTORY    
     

CHOOSING AMORÉ

B Y  D E S I G N :
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C O M P A R I S O N  



10 Stickle Avenue
Rockaway, NJ 07866
973-625-8882 
www.AmoreDesignFactory.com


